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Big Change at Best Buy: Working Through Hypergrowth to Sustained ExcellenceDavies-Black Publishing, 2003
Designed to redefine successful change management in corporate America, Big Change at Best Buy offers hard-won lessons and the tools every executive and manager needs—in every business and every industry—to turn management practices and culture focused on rapid growth into the type of disciplined, customer-centered operation...
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Inside the Minds: Security Matters - Industry Leaders from eBay, Inc., Motorola, Internet Security Systems & More on Protecting Your Most Valuable AssetsAspatore Books, 2003
Inside the Minds: Security Matters is an authoritative,  insider's perspective on the ins and outs of the security industry and  the future of the business, on a global scale.  Featuring CEOs,  Presidents, and Chief Information Security Officers, all representing  some of the nation's top companies, this book provides a broad, yet  comprehensive...
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Web Performance Tuning: Speeding Up the Web (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1998

	When I told people I was writing a book called Web Performance Tuning, the usual response I got was that the title should be "Web Server Performance Tuning." Most people believe that the server is the only part of the Web that you can tune. When you're desperate to improve performance, however, you become much more...
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A Manager's Guide To PR Projects: A Practical Approach (LEA's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
A Manager s Guide to PR Projects was conceived, gestated, and produced
out of sheer frustration. Perhaps a more academic approach to this explanation
would be to say that one university professor experienced considerable
difficulty in acquiring appropriate materials to support a pedagogical approach
involving student...
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Visualizing Project Management: Models and Frameworks for Mastering Complex SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Visualization: A powerful technique for achieving high performance
Complex systems do not require complex project management. The most effective project managers are able to simplify their project environment and organize projects, large and small, to achieve predictable results. This book explains how anyone responsible for a project can apply...
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Model Driven Architecture for Reverse Engineering Technologies: Strategic Directions and System EvolutionEngineering Science Reference, 2010

	The software industry has evolved to tackle new approaches aligned with the Internet, object-orientation, distributed components and new platforms. However, the majority of the large information systems running today in many organizations were developed many years ago with technologies that are now obsolete. These old systems, known as legacy...
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Building Engaged Team Performance: Align Your Processes and People to Achieve Game-Changing Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Harness the Power of Your Most Valuable Resource—Your Workforce!


	Process improvement approaches like Six Sigma and Lean Enterprise have worked wonders for countless organizations, but in the drive for true excellence, these approaches are only one important part of the formula.


	Building Engaged...
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The Innovation Handbook: How to Profit from Your Ideas, Intellectual Property and Market KnowledgeKogan Page, 2010

	
		

		Unique features, distinctive capabilities and exclusive know-how are the surest way to stay ahead of the market for any length of time. But the way these points of difference are created and commercialized is changing. The difficulty for most organizations is not in generating ideas, but in pursuing the right one at the...
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Git in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Git in Practice is a collection of 66 tested techniques that will optimize the way you and your team manage your development projects. The book begins with a brief reminder of the core version control concepts you need when using Git and moves on to the high-value features you may not have explored...
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Incident Response: A Strategic Guide to Handling System and Network Security BreachesSams Publishing, 2002
The increasing complexity and diversity of systems, applications, and networks  has made them more difficult to defend. As companies continue to experience  losses due to security breaches, security professionals must take a new approach  in protecting their assets. By using monitoring and detection measures with  prompt intervention, you can...
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Lead with a Story: A Guide to Crafting Business Narratives That Captivate, Convince, and InspireAMACOM, 2012

	Storytelling has come of age in the business world. Today, many of the most successful companies use storytelling as a leadership tool. At Nike, all senior executives are designated "corporate storytellers." 3M banned bullet points years ago and replaced them with a process of writing "strategic narratives." Procter &...
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Buliding N1™ Grid Solutions Preparing, Architecting, and Implementing Service-Centric Data Centers (Official Sun Microsystems Resource)Prentice Hall, 2004
The N1 Grid is Sun's vision, strategy, and architecture—and a set of products—that redefine the nature of data center computing. The N1 Grid architecture uses the network, physically and logically, as its fundamental organizing principle.

This book enables the reader to implement service-centric data center solutions through...
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